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Big data processing includes both data management
and data analytics. The data management step requires
efficient cleaning, knowledge extraction, and integration
and aggregation methods, whereas Internet-of-Multimedia-
Things (IoMT) analysis is based on knowledge modeling and
interpretation, which is more often performed by exploit-
ing deep learning architectures. In the past couple of years,
merging conventional and deep learning methodologies has
exhibited great promise in ingesting multimedia big data,
exploring the paradigm of transfer learning, association rule
mining, and predictive analytics etc.
Statistics reveal that Internet traffic is shifting from non-
multimedia data to multimedia data. This signifies the impor-
tance and increase of multimedia usage in our day-to-day
activities. Seamless integration, cooperative sensing, con-
nectivity, and autonomy in the IoMT infrastructure open
doors to numerous opportunities to improve services and
applications through efficient utilization of big multimedia
data. However, the heterogeneous nature of big multime-
dia data demands scalable and customized recommendation
frameworks for efficient analysis of big data collected in
scenarios like surveillance, retail, telemedicine, traffic moni-
toring, and disaster management. Recommender systems are
the technical response to the fact that we frequently rely
on peoples’ experiences, cultural norms and regional tradi-
tions when confronted with a new field of expertise, where
we do not have a broad knowledge of all facts, or where
such knowledge would exceed the amount of information
humans can cognitively process. This observation in the real
world suggests that recommender systems are an intuitive and
valuable extension, allowing both end-users and multimedia
service providers to take a much more active role in selecting
semantically relevant content and providing valuable sug-
gestions. For instance, in smart cities, multimedia sensors
allow administrators to actively monitor assets and activities.
Improvements in automatic interpretation of multimedia big
data can enhance the capacity of smart city administrators by
autonomously reacting to emergency situations, and recom-
mending effective actions, thereby reducing response times
significantly. Furthermore, novel solutions for multimedia
data processing and management in the IoMT ecosystem can
enhance quality of life, urban environments, and smart city
administration.
Our ‘‘Call for Papers’’ received an enthusiastic response
with more than 60 high-quality submissions. Per IEEE
ACCESS policy, it was ensured that handling editors did not
have any potential conflict of interest with authors of sub-
mitted articles. All articles were reviewed by at least two
independent referees. The articles were evaluated for their
rigor and quality, and also for their relevance to the theme
of our Special Section. We considered articles that proposed
both solutions tailored particularly for the context of the
developing world, and also those that were globally oriented,
with solutions that could, by extension, also be applicable
in the developing world. After a rigorous review process,
we accepted 31 articles to form the Special Section.
In ‘‘Exploiting user mobility for time-aware POI recom-
mendation in social networks,’’ the authors, Zheng, et al.,
propose a novel, hybrid Time-aware POI Recommendation
model based on User Mobility, TPR-UM, which improves
the POI recommendation accuracy greatly. More specifically,
by introducing the implicit region factor, the authors capture
the users’ mobility through collective user actions and geo-
graphical properties of locations. The authors generate the
check-in patterns based on different time intervals and differ-
ent regions to exploit the latent relations between temporal
factors and geographical influence.
‘‘Random fuzzy cost-profit equilibrium model for locating
a discrete service enterprise,’’ by Jia, et al., proposes a new
random fuzzy cost-profit equilibrium model by using uncer-
tainty data and management methods. It presents a hybrid
algorithm integrating stochastic fuzzy simulation and parti-
cle swarm optimization to solve the location problem of an
automobile service enterprise. In addition, since risk factors
can impact a decision, this work conducts a risk performance
analysis when locating an automotive service enterprise.
A practical example is given to illustrate the proposed model
and algorithm.
’’Multi-scheme frame rate up-conversion using space-
time saliency,’’ by Li, et al., proposes a novel frame rate
up-conversion algorithm, which adaptively selects multiple
motion estimation (ME) schemes to generate absent frames
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according to the space-time saliency. The authors first use a
space-time saliency classifier to determine which frames are
most important to a human observer. Based on the varying
saliency over time, the authors adopt high-cost ME scheme
on high-salient frame but low-cost ME scheme on low-salient
frame.
To improve machine vision in bad weather situations,
a multi-class weather classification method is presented
based on multiple weather features and supervised learning
in ‘‘Multi-traffic scene perception based on supervised learn-
ing,’’ by Jin, et al. First, the underlying visual features are
extracted from multi-traffic scene images, and the feature is
expressed as an eight-dimension feature matrix. Second, five
supervised learning algorithms are used to train classifiers.
The analysis shows that the extracted features can accurately
describe the image semantics, and the classifiers have high
recognition accuracy rate and adaptive ability. The proposed
method provides the basis for further enhancing the detec-
tion of anterior vehicle during night space time illumination
changes, as well as enhancing the driver’s field of vision on a
foggy day.
In the article ‘‘No-reference stereoimage quality assess-
ment for multimedia analysis towards Internet-of-Things,’’
by Jiang, et al., a new, no-reference stereoscopic image
quality assessment model for multimedia analysis toward
Internet of Things is built, based on a deep learning model
to learn from class labels and image representations. In this
framework, images are represented by natural scene statistics
features that are extracted from discrete cosine transform
domain, and a regression model is employed to shine upon
the quality from the feature vector. The training process of
the proposed model contains an unsupervised pre-training
phase and a supervised fine-tuning phase, enabling it to gen-
eralize over the distortion types and severity. The proposed
model shows the correlation with subjective assessment as
demonstrated by experiments on the LIVE 3-D ImageQuality
Database and IVC 3-D Image Quality Database.
‘‘Permeance analysis and calculation of the double-radial
rare-earth permanent magnet voltage-stabilizing generation
device, by Zhang, et al., establishes an equivalent magnetic
circuit model of a new double-radial PM generator using
the traditional equivalent circuit method and data analysis,
introduces the calculation formulas of permeance and leakage
permeance (LP) in magnetic circuits in detail, analyzes the
influence factors of the LP, and provides the solutions. These
studies will have a certain guiding significance for the design
and optimization of generator circuits. To obtain the best
matching parameters, the main parameters of the generator
are tested and analyzed, such as the thickness of PM steel in
the magnetization direction, length of PM steel, number of
pole pairs, and the thickness of spacer bush. Finally, a pro-
totype is tested, and the results show that the output charac-
teristics of the designed double-radial PM voltage-stabilizing
generation device are very good.
A lightweight evaluation system, which can be deployed
on common user equipment in commercial mobile networks,
is proposed for measuring the user experience of multimedia
services in ‘‘A lightweight end-side user experience data
collection system for quality evaluation of multimedia com-
munications,’’ by Chen, et al. The user experience evaluation
system can measure the key quality indicators of traditional
and emerging services in different scenarios. In contrast to
traffic models, this system models typical user behavior to
construct complex scenarios of communication networks.
In commercial network experiments, the proposed evaluation
system achieves stable and efficient performance in complex
scenarios, which consist of different types of services and
typical user behaviors.
In ‘‘Exploiting convolutional neural networks with deeply
local description for remote sensing image classification,’’
by Liu, et al., the authors explore the uses of local descrip-
tion and feature encoding for deeply convolutional features.
Given an input image, the image pyramid is constructed, and
different pre-trained CNNs are applied to each image scale to
extract convolutional features. Deeply local descriptors can
be obtained by concatenating the convolutional features in
each spatial position. Hellinger kernel and principal com-
ponent analysis (PCA) are introduced to improve the dis-
tinguishable capabilities of the deeply local descriptors. The
Hellinger kernel causes the distancemeasure to be sensitive to
small feature values, and the PCA helps reduce feature redun-
dancy. In addition, two aggregate strategies are proposed
to form global image representations from the deeply local
descriptors. The first strategy aggregates the descriptors of
different CNNs by Fisher encoding, and the second strategy
concatenates the Fisher vectors of different CNNs. Experi-
ments on two remote sensing image datasets illustrate that
the Hellinger kernel, PCA, and the two aggregate strategies
improve classification performance. Moreover, the deeply
local descriptors outperform the features extracted from fully
connected layers.
‘‘Optimal lightweight material selection for automo-
bile applications considering multi-perspective indices,’’ by
Pu, et al., presents a systematic hierarchical structure of
multi-perspective indices for optimal lightweight material
selection, including mechanical, durabe, societal, and tech-
nical properties. A hybrid evaluation approach (G-TOPSIS)
integrating grey relation analysis and techniques for order
performance by similarity to ideal solution (TOPSIS) is
applied, to evaluate lightweight material alternatives and
obtain an optimal one. A case study, i.e., 17 kinds of
lightweight materials, is conducted to verify the hierar-
chical structure and the MCDM method. In addition, a
sensitivity analysis is conducted to monitor the robust-
ness of the solution ranking to changes. The results show
that this method provides an effective decision-making tool
for optimal lightweight material selection for automobile
applications.
‘‘Two stage particle filter for nonlinear Bayesian estima-
tion,’’ by Wang, et al., introduces a two-stage particle fil-
ter for nonlinear filtering problem. In the proposed particle
filter, each particle will be propagated and updated through
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two stages. At time step t, the first stage refers to using
the unscented Kalman filtering equations to propagate the
particles from time step t−1 in order to obtain the preliminary
estimations. Then, at the second stage, the particles will be
updated again by the iterated extended Kalman filter to yield
the final updated particles. In this way, the estimation accu-
racy of the particle filter can be improved, which is validated
through simulation experiments and real-world application
experiments.
In ‘‘CS-CNN: enabling robust and efficient convolu-
tional neural networks inference for Internet-of-Things appli-
cations,’’ Shen, et al., aim for a step forward in this
area. They propose a new compressed CNN model termed
CS-CNN for image classification by incorporating the theory
of compressive sensing at the input layer of the CNN models
to both reduce the resource consumption (evaluated as com-
putation time in this article) and required number of training
samples. According to the authors’ extensive evaluations on
the multiple public data sets for deep learning tasks, e.g.,
MINST and CIFAR-10, using different metrics, the authors
illustrate that the CS-CNN is able to speed up the process of
training and inference by a factor of magnitude. Meanwhile,
it achieves higher classification accuracy compared with the
traditional large CNN models when the size of the training
database is small.
In ‘‘Open knowledge accessing method in IoT-based hos-
pital information system for medical record enrichment,’’
Xie, et al., propose a novel approach to enrich IoT-based
medical records by linking them with the knowledge in
linked open data. A case study is conducted on a real-world
IoT-based HIS system in association with this approach;
the experimental results show that medical records in the
local HIS system are significantly enriched and useful for
healthcare analysis and decision-making, and further demon-
strate the feasibility and effectiveness of this approach for
knowledge access.
In ‘‘Convolutional neural networks based fire detection
in surveillance videos,’’ Muhammad, et al., propose a cost-
effective fire detection CNN architecture for surveillance
videos. The model is inspired from GoogleNet architec-
ture, considering its reasonable computational complexity
and suitability for the intended problem compared to other
computationally expensive networks such as AlexNet. To bal-
ance the efficiency and accuracy, the model is fine-tuned
considering the nature of the target problem and fire data.
The experimental results on benchmark fire datasets reveal
the effectiveness of the proposed framework and validate its
suitability for fire detection in CCTV surveillance systems
compared to the state-of-the-art methods.
‘‘General regression neural network and artificial-bee-
colony based general regression neural network approaches
to the number of end-of-life vehicles in China,’’ by
Xin, et al., proposes two approaches: a general regression
neural network (GRNN) and an optimized GRNN based on
an artificial bee colony. These approaches are applied to
forecast the number of end-of-life vehicles (ELVs) in China.
In addition, the proposed models are used to predict the
number of ELVs that will appear in China from 2016 to
2020 by combining the forecasting data for the main factors
which influence the number of such vehicles. Theoretical
and simulation results indicate that the described approaches
are effective and feasible. This article provides practical data
support and a better theoretical model for researchers, gov-
ernment managers, and industrial engineers faced with the
problems posed by ELVs.
‘‘Energy-efficiency models of sustainable urban trans-
portation structure optimization,’’ by Qiang, et al., presents
some energy-efficiency models of sustainable urban trans-
portation structure optimization. Their objective functions are
to minimize the energy consumption, and their constraints
are carbon dioxide emission and traffic efficiency. The mod-
els were solved via the artificial fish swarm algorithm and
used to optimize the urban transportation structure of Harbin
City in China. The results indicate that the models cannot
only guarantee the benefit of travelers and reduce the carbon
emission, but also minimize energy consumption of urban
transportation.
In ‘‘Integrated dynamics control system with ESC and
RAS for a distributed electric vehicle,’’ by Xie, et al.,
an integrated control system is developed for improving
vehicle handling and stability under critical lateral motions.
It includes electric-stability-controller (ESC) and rear-wheel-
active-steering (RAS) systems, and coordinates the ESC and
RAS controllers based on the β-β phase plane method. The
ESC includes a fuzzy logical controller that calculates the
yaw moment and an additional rear wheel steering angle
based on the vehicle steering states. The RAS control sys-
tem consists of two parts: a feedback controller and a feed-
forward controller. When the vehicle is in normal driving
situations, the RAS system provides enhanced handling per-
formance. If the vehicle reaches its handling limits, then both
ESC and RAS are integrated to ensure vehicle stability. The
simulation results demonstrated that the proposed integrated
controller system not only can resist external interference
and reduce driver fatigue but also can improve both vehicle
stability and handling.
In ‘‘Spectral–spatial hyperspectral image classification
with K-nearest neighbor and guided filter,’’ by Guo, et al.,
the authors combine k-nearest neighbor (KNN) algo-
rithm with guided filter which can extract spatial con-
text information and denoise the classification results with
edge-preserving filtering. To solve the problem of dimension
disaster, the authors also take dimensionality reduction into
account for HSI classification. To verify the feasibility of the
proposed methods, the authors evaluate the performance over
four widely used hyperspectral data sets. The experimental
results show that with only 5% of samples, the authors’
method obtained better performance than improved support
vector machine and KNN methods.
In ‘‘Underwater-drone with panoramic camera for auto-
matic fish recognition based on deep learning,’’ by
Meng, et al., the authors believe that underwater drones
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will become a big research topic and find a market in the
near future. They developed an underwater drone with a
360◦ panoramic camera acting as the ‘‘eye’’ of the drone.
The designs are based on open-source hardware and will be
shared as an open source to contribute to the innovation of
manufacturing, including drones. The function of the 360◦
panoramic camera is generated by correcting the images
taken by two fisheye lenses. The underwater drone was
designed by extending the Raspberry Pi compute module; the
frame was designed by OpenSCAD, and the printed circuit
board was designed byMakePro. As for the application of the
underwater drone, the authors focused on fish recognition for
investigating fish species in a natural lake to help protect the
original environment.
The article ‘‘Quality management of surveillance multi-
media streams via federated SDN controllers in FiWi-IoT
integrated deployment environments,’’ by Bellavista, et al.,
originally proposes a model and an architecture that loosely
federates FiWi and Edge IoT domains based on the inter-
action of FiWi and Edge IoT software defined network-
ing controllers; the primary idea is that the federated
controllers can seldom exchange monitoring data and control
hints the one with the other, thus mutually enhancing their
capability of end-to-end quality-aware packet management.
To show the applicability and effectiveness of the approach,
the original proposal is applied to the notable example of
multimedia stream provisioning from surveillance cameras
deployed in the Edge IoT domain to both an infrastructure-
side server and spontaneously interconnected mobile smart-
phones; the authors’ solution is able to tune the BS behavior
of the FiWi domain and to reroute/prioritize traffic in the
Edge IoT domain, with the final goal to reduce latency.
In addition, the reported application case shows the capabil-
ity of the solution of joint and coordinated exploitation of
resources in FiWi and Edge IoT domains, with performance
results that highlight its benefits in terms of efficiency and
responsiveness.
In ‘‘Attention alignment multimodal LSTM for fine-gained
common space learning,’’ by Chen, et al., the authors address
the problem with the common space learning approach that
maps all related multimodal information into a common
space for multimodal data. To establish a fine-grained com-
mon space, the aligned relevant local information of differ-
ent modalities is used to learn a common subspace where
the projected fragmented information is further integrated
according to intra-modal semantic relationships. Specifically,
the authors propose a novel multimodal LSTM with an
attention alignment mechanism, namely attention alignment
multimodal LSTM (AAM-LSTM), which mainly includes
attentional alignment recurrent network (AA-R) and hier-
archical multimodal LSTM (HM-LSTM). Different from
the traditional methods which operate on the full modal
data directly, the proposed model exploits the inter-modal
and intra-modal semantic relationships of local informa-
tion, to jointly establish a uniform representation of multi-
modal data. Specifically, AA-R automatically captures
semantic-aligned local information to learn common sub-
space without the need of supervised labels, then HM-LSTM
leverages the potential relationships of this local information
to learn a fine-grained common space.
In ‘‘Fusion of domain-specific and trainable features for
gender recognition from face images,’’ by Azzopardi, et al.,
the authors propose a novel approach that fuses domain-
specific and trainable features to recognize the gender from
face images. In particular, the authors use the SURF descrip-
tors extracted from 51 facial landmarks related to eyes, nose,
and mouth as domain-dependent features, and the COSFIRE
filters as trainable features. The proposed approach turns out
to be very robust with respect to the well-known face varia-
tions, including different poses, expressions, and illumination
conditions. It achieves state-of-the-art recognition rates on the
GENDER-FERET (94.7%) and on the labeled faces in the
wild (99.4%) data sets, which are two of the most popular
benchmarks for gender recognition. The authors further eval-
uated the method on a new data set acquired in real scenarios,
the UNISA-Public, recently made publicly available.
In ‘‘Towards a generalized approach for deep neural
network based event processing for the Internet of Multi-
media Things,’’ by Aslam, et al., the authors described a
generalized approach that can handle Internet of Multimedia
Things (IoMT) events as a native event type in event pro-
cessing engines with high efficiency. The proposed system
extends event processing languages with the introduction of
operators for multimedia analysis of unstructured events and
leverages a deep convolutional neural network based event
matcher for processing image events to extract features. Fur-
thermore, the authors show that neural network based object
detection models can be further optimized by leveraging sub-
scription constraints to reduce time complexity while main-
taining competitive accuracy. The initial results demonstrate
the feasibility of a generalized approach toward IoMT-based
event processing. The application areas for generalized event
processing include trafficmanagement, security, parking, and
supervision activities to enhance the quality of life within
smart cities.
In ‘‘An improved heuristic optimization algorithm for fea-
ture learning based on morphological filtering and its appli-
cation,’’ by Hu, et al., a novel two-stage spectral-spatial
HSI classification method is proposed. In the first stage,
the standard particle swarm optimization (PSO) is adopted
to optimize the parameters, and a novel binary PSO with
mutation mechanism is used for feature selection simulta-
neously. Then, the support vector machine classifier is per-
formed. In the second stage, in order to reduce salt and pepper
phenomenon, mathematical morphology post-processing is
used to further refine the obtained results of the above stage.
Experiments are conducted on two real hyperspectral data
sets. The evaluation results show that the proposed approach
achieves better accuracy than several existing state-of-the-art
methods.
In ‘‘A novel segmentation and representation approach for
streaming time series,’’ Hu, et al., propose a novel continuous
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segmentation and multi-resolution representation approach
based on turning points, which subdivides the streaming time
series by a set of temporal feature points and represents
the time series flexibly. The authors’ method cannot only
generate more accurate approximation than the state-of-the-
art of PLR algorithm, but also represents the streaming time
series in a more flexible way to meet the different needs of
users. Extensive experiments on different kinds of typical
time series datasets have been conducted to demonstrate the
superiorities of this method.
‘‘Internet of Things (IoT) for seamless virtual reality space:
challenges and perspectives,’’ by You, et al., addresses a
novel virtual reality (VR) system based on the real world in
which we live. The ultimate goal is to implement it as though
a VR user freely exists in a place. To this end, it is most
important to reconstruct a VR space that provides six degrees-
of-freedom (DOF), namely, yaw, pitch, roll, surge, sway, and
heave. However, most currently released VR services that
are based on the real world limit users’ movements to three
DOF. Even if the services support six DOF, most are highly
complex and based on computer graphics. To overcome this
problem, the authors first assume that there is a full Internet
of Things (IoT) infrastructure for collecting important data
for VR space reconstruction.
’’Multi-object tracking by flying cameras based on a
forward-backward interaction,’’ by Carletti, et al., proposes a
detection and tracking algorithm based on a novel paradigm
suitably combining forward tracking based on local data
association with a backward chain, aimed at automatically
tuning the operating parameters frame by frame, so as to
be totally independent of the visual appearance of the flying
area. This also definitively drops any time-consumingmanual
configuration procedure by a human operator. Although the
method is self-configured and requires low-computational
resources, its accuracy on a wide data set of real videos
demonstrates its applicability in real contexts, even running
over embedded platforms. Experimental results are given on
a set of 53 videos and more than 60000 frames.
‘‘Query intent recognition based on multi-class features,’’
by Qiu, et al., adopts a similarity calculation method based on
LSTM and a traditional machine learning method based on
multi-feature extraction. It is found that entity features can
significantly improve the accuracy of intent classification.
Secondly, the accuracy of intention classification based on
feature sequences constructed by key entities is up to 94.16%
in the field of manual labeling, by using BiLSTM classifica-
tion model.
In ‘‘Efficient sensitive information classification and topic
tracking based on Tibetan web pages,’’ Xu, et al., present
a novel sensitive information classification algorithm and
topic tracking algorithm for web page contents. First, a text-
sensitive information classification method is proposed based
on vector space model and cosine theorem. The main idea
is that the different location of sensitive words gives differ-
ent importance degree at term weight computing. Building
sensitive word lists is an artificial work. Compared with
sensitive thesaurus, web texts are classified. Sensitive word
list is the foundation of classification. After the classification
of each text, a new topic tracking algorithm is introduced,
which monitors sensitive words during a period of time. The
first step is to compute the weight of sensitive words in a
fixed period of time and select the top 10 sensitive words.
The second step is to select the top 3 sensitive words to track
in 10 sensitive words. Experiments show that classification of
the text sensitive information is very effective and the result
of topic tracking is ideal.
In ‘‘An intelligent system for video surveillance in IoT
environments,’’ Rego, et al., propose an artificial intelligence
system for detecting and correcting errors in multimedia
transmission in a surveillance IoT environment connected
through a SDN. The architecture, algorithm, and messages
of the SDN are detailed. The AI system design is described,
and the test-bed and the data set are explained. The AImodule
consists of two different parts. The first one is a classifying
part, which detects the type of traffic that is sent through the
network. The second part is an estimator that informs the
SDN controller on which kind of action should be executed
to guarantee the quality of service and quality of experience.
In ‘‘Wireless channel optimization of Internet of Things,’’
Yang, et al., analyzed the Internet of Things wireless chan-
nel, including multichannel analysis, Doppler effect analy-
sis, MIMO channel model analysis and channel correlation
characteristics simulation. On this basis, a three-path channel
neural network curve approximation model was established,
and the CDF and PDF curves of Rayleigh and Rice fad-
ing channels were approximated and analyzed. The results
showed that the neural network model basically conformed
to the reality. According to the 3GPP2 standard, the time
domain delay model of the FIR filter is optimized, and
the design model has the characteristics of fast calculation
speed and high precision. In addition, this article also used
the neural network to approximate the amplitude-frequency
characteristics of the 64-order fading shaping filter and the
120-order interpolation filter. The simulation results met the
requirements.
‘‘Efficient algorithms for mining erasable closed patterns
from product datasets,’’ by Tuong, et.al., first defines erasable
closed patterns (ECPs), which can represent the set of EPs
without information loss. Then, a theorem for fast determin-
ing ECPs based on dPidset structure is proposed and proven.
Next, two efficient algorithms [erasable closed patternmining
(ECPat) and dNC_Set based algorithm for erasable closed
pattern mining (dNC-ECPM)] for mining ECPs based on
this theorem are proposed. The experimental results show
that ECPat is the best method for sparse data sets, while
dNCECPM algorithm outperforms ECPat algorithm and a
modified mining erasable itemsets algorithm in terms of the
mining time and memory usage for all remaining data sets.
To conclude, we would like to sincerely thank all the
authors for submitting their articles to our Special Section,
and the large number of reviewers who kindly volunteered
their time and expertise to help us curate a high-quality
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Special Section on this important and timely topic. We would
also like to thank the former IEEE ACCESS Editor-in-Chief,
Professor Michael Pecht, the current Editor-in-Chief, Profes-
sor Derek Abbott, and other staff members of IEEE ACCESS
for their continuous support and guidance.
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